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Urban Informatics Using Mobile Network Data
Travel Behavior Research Perspectives

This book discusses the role of mobile network data in urban informatics, particularly how
mobile network data is utilized in the mobility context, where approaches, models, and
systems are developed for understanding travel behavior. The objectives of this book are
thus to evaluate the extent to which mobile network data reflects travel behavior and to
develop guidelines on how to best use such data to understand and model travel
behavior. To achieve these objectives, the book attempts to evaluate the strengths and
weaknesses of this data source for urban informatics and its applicability to the
development and implementation of travel behavior models through a series of the
authors’ research studies. Traditionally, survey-based information is used as an input for
travel demand models that predict future travel behavior and transportation needs. A
survey-based approach is however costly and time-consuming, and hence its information
can be dated and limited to aparticular region. Mobile network data thus emerges as a
promising alternative data source that is massive in both cross-sectional and longitudinal
perspectives, and one that provides both broader geographic coverage of travelers and
longer-term travel behavior observation. The two most common types of travel demand
model that have played an essential role in managing and planning for transportation
systems are four-step models and activity-based models. The book’s chapters are
structured on the basis of these travel demand models in order to provide researchers
and practitioners with an understanding of urban informatics and the important role that
mobile network data plays in advancing the state of the art from the perspectives of travel
behavior research.
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